Keywords: failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA); risk assessment; triangular fuzzy number; ordered weighted geometric averaging operator; decision making trial and evaluation method (DEMATEL) Abstract. For the deficiency of traditional failure mode and effects analysis ( FMEA) in solving risk ranking problem for related failure modes, this paper proposed a risk assessment method based on ordered weighted geometric averaging (OWGA) operator and fuzzy decision making trial and evaluation method (DEMATEL). Firstly, fuzzy evaluation of failure modes was carried out which is aggregated by OWGA operator, and the aggregated value was taken as the influence degree of failure cause effect on corresponding failure mode. Then, the initial direct influence matrix was constructed by DEMATEL method, normalize this matrix to compute the total influence matrix. According to the total influence matrix, the relation degree of each failure cause was calculated, based on which the failure risk assessment of the system can be carried out . The proposed method was applied in FMEA risk analysis of basic parts of metro car door system, the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by comparing with the results of the RPN method.
Introduction
Failure mode and effect analysis is a kind of bottom-up system security analysis method. FMEA analysis commonly used risk priority number (RPN) for quantitative analysis. First, we should determine the potential failure modes of the product or system, and then analyze the occurrence degree (O), severity degree (S) and detection degree of each failure mode. RPN number is the product of O, S and D, according to which we rank the failure mode and determine the priority of prevention and improvement measures.
However, the shortcomings of the RPN method are constantly emerging with the practical application, as follows: 1) The three risk factors O, S, D are regarded as equally important, ignoring the relative importance of O, S and D. In fact, different combination of O, S and D could get the same RPN number. As the same RPN number means equivalent risk for corresponding failure modes, actually the potential risk may differ. 2) Evaluation of the three risk factors O, S, D is usually qualitative, fuzzy and uncertain, as the traditional method has limitations in dealing with fuzzy information, which lead to the restricted application of FMEA. 3) In many cases, there are many related failure causes for the failure modes of product or system, this correlation is not considered in traditional RPN method, which leads to the deviation of analysis results.
Due to the shortcomings of the traditional RPN methods, experts and scholars have made some improvements. Zhou [1] applied fuzzy set theory to calculate the fuzzy RPN values of failure modes, grey theory to calculate the grey correlation coefficient of failure modes, the ranking of failure modes is determined by the fuzzy RPN and the grey correlation coefficients. Lolli [2] introduces a multi-criteria decision-making method to solve the related FMEA problem. But, it is very difficult to obtain the accurate information when used to complex products or systems. Emovon [3] proposed a ranking method combining VIKOR algorithm and the compromise-based mean algorithm, which can not suitably represent uncertain information. Rafie [4] proposed a fuzzy FMEA method, in which the severity degree and detection degree are obtained by fuzzy rules, as the occurrence degree is trained by artificial neural network, so this method needs a large number of samples.
Although these methods can partly overcome the defects of traditional FMEA, but its application condition is relatively harsh, the computation is complicated. In particular, there is not a simple and efficient method for ranking problem of related failure modes in fuzzy environment. Therefore, this paper will propose a hybrid method based on ordered weighted geometric averaging operator (OWGA) and fuzzy DEMATEL algorithm, which can not only break through the limitations of the traditional RPN method, but also can deal with the related issues between failure modes in fuzzy environment. The aggregated values are taken as the direct influence degree between failure modes, then the relation degree of each failure cause is calculated for ranking. Finally, the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by the application of the FMEA analysis of base parts of metro car door system.
OWGA operator
Ordered weighted geometric averaging operator (OWGA) is an effective method to aggregate data information. OWGA operator can get the optimal weight vector which is based on the ranking of vector [5] . n a a a  , the function G is called ordered weighted geometric averaging operator, abbreviated as OWGA. For fuzzy number to be processed , OWGA operator will be as follows:
as the weight vector of OWGA operator, and define
as the orness measure for the operator. OWGA weight vector can be determined by a given subjective decision coefficient and the maximum entropy, refer to literature [6] .
Fuzzy DEMATEL
In this paper, DEMATEL and the fuzzy theory is combined to analyze the relationships between elements in FMEA system. The steps of the fuzzy DEMATEL method are as follows:
Step 1: Construct the initial direct influence fuzzy matrix
is the influence strength for element i effect on element j in the form of triangular fuzzy number.
Step 2: Construct the normalized direct influence fuzzy matrix.
Step 3: Compute the total influence fuzzy matrix matrix  ( ) ij n n t × =  T as follows:
Where, divide the matrix  T into three matrix, namely,
, and I is a unit matrix.
Step 4: Determine the causal relationship between elements. 
Hybrid FMEA Model
This paper apply the OWGA aggregated values as the input data of the fuzzy DEMATE algorithm, to construct the initial direct influence matrix for FMEA system. Fuzzy DEMATEL method is performed to get the relation degree of the FMEA element, according to which we rank the failure causes. The specific steps are as follows:
Step 1: List all the potential failure modes. According to historical data and their experience, FMEA experts list the potential failure modes for the product or system.
Step 2: List all the reasons caused the failure modes. FMEA experts will judge how the system failure occurs, and what type of the failure modes are, these analysis results will be listed in the FMEA table.
Step 3: Evaluate the risk of failure modes. Define the fuzzy evaluation terms for evaluation factors of failure mode (including O, S and D), as shown in table 1. Experts evaluate occurrence degree, severity degree and detection degree of each failure mode in fuzzy language, the evaluation information will be translated into triangular fuzzy number according to table 1 and then averaged.
Step 4: Calculate the OWGA weights. Select α as the subjective decision coefficient,
Calculate OWGA weights referring to literature [6] .
Step 5: Calculate the OWGA values. According to the information obtained in steps 3 and 4, we compute the OWGA value for each failure cause on its corresponding failure mode per formula (1).
Step 6: Implement fuzzy DEMATEL method to take FMEA analysis. 1) construct the initial fuzzy influence matrix of FMEA system, the elements of the matrix are the OWGA aggregated values obtained in step 5.
2) compute the normalized direct influence fuzzy matrix per formula (2).
3) compute the total influence matrix per formula (3). 4) calculate predominance degree and relation degree for failure modes and failure causes.
Step 7: assess the failure risk for FMEA system according to the relation degree of failure causes, and rank the failure causes.
Step 8: if the risk is greater than the threshold, the corresponding failure mode must execute improvement measures, and return to step 3 to reevaluate.
Step 9: if all the risk are less than the threshold, finish the FMEA analysis, and output the results.
Case Study
The proposed method is applied to FMEA analysis of the basic parts of metro car door system. The traditional FMEA analysis is shown in The descending orders of failure causes by traditional RPN method and by fuzzy OWGA-DEMATEL method are shown in table 2 and table 3, respectively. We can get following conclusion by comparing the two descending orders:
1) CF 10 is with maximum risk by RPN method, and CF 2 is by the proposed method. The reason is that CF2 will lead to failure modes FM1, FM3 and FM4, simultaneously, although CF10 has higher RPN value, but in fact the risk of CF2 is higher.
2) the RPN value of CF1 ( 3 8 3 × × )and CF6 ( 2 6 6 × × ) is the same 72, but the fuzzy OWGA-DEMATEL method can distinguish these two, and the results show that the risk of CF1 is higher. This is due to the ordered weights for the three risk factors when the latter is used to aggregate the evaluation information, while the former does not take into account the relative importance of the risk factors.
3) CF7（ 2 6 3 × × ） ，CF9（ 3 6 2 × × ）and CF12（ 3 4 3 × × ）are deemed the same risk as they have the same RPN value, but they can be distinguished by fuzzy OWGA-DEMATEL method. There are two reasons for the different results: a) the ordered weighted aggregation of the information; b) fuzzy representation of evaluation information, fuzzy qualitative semantics can fully convey the uncertainty of the information, thus failure modes with same crisp RPN value can be distinguished. 4) In traditional method, the repetition rate of RPN values is a bit high, which lead to the same risk ranking order for a number of failure causes. However, there is no repetition of the ranking values (namely, relation degree ) by the proposed method, which provides decision makers a more explicit reference when they develop failure prevention measures.
Conclusion
We can obtain the risk ranking of relative failure modes in fuzzy environment by the proposed method, and its advantages are the following: 1) reduce the repetition rate of risk evaluation values; 2) dynamically allocate the weights of the three factors (O, S and D) ; 3) this method is very effective for analyzing internal-related system, where the influence degree between internal elements of the system are determined; 4) the analysis result is more close to the reality since the fuzzy theory is used to represent the failure information in FMEA.
